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Abstract Alkali-activated calcined clays are

promising candidates for playing a prominent role in

the future construction industry. These binders may

achieve excellent mechanical performance, but one

issue deserving attention is the proneness to plastic

shrinkage and surface cracking. Tackling this issue

requires the deployment of laboratory techniques that

allow shrinkage-inducing mechanisms to be quantita-

tively assessed. Here, we demonstrate that time-lapse

X-ray imaging can be used to quantify shrinkage

immediately after mixing, when the binder is still in its

fresh state, with excellent time and space resolution.

The numeric quantification of strain is complemented

by the real time visual inspection of the displacing

sample interface and of the bleed aqueous solution

layer that may form. Implementation of this method to

a set of alkali-activated cement pastes, prepared by

combining calcined clays having different mineralog-

ical composition with sodium silicate activating

solutions having different SiO2/Na2O ratios, suggests

that two main mechanisms control the early dimen-

sional stability of alkali-activated calcined clays.

These mechanisms are: (a) volumetric contraction

occurring in response to capillary stress arising from

water evaporation and (b) segregation by particle

settling, favoured in the water-saturated regime.

Keywords Plastic shrinkage � Calcined clays �
Dimensional stability � Alkali activation � X-ray
imaging

1 Introduction

Much attention is currently being devoted to calcined

clays as key raw materials for the development of

sustainable binders. The availability and moderate

cost of clays may likely facilitate the deployment of

clay-based cements as a sustainable commodity for the

future construction industry.

Ternary systems constituted of 50% Portland

cement, blended with calcined clays and limestone

[1] are gaining consensus in both academia and the

industry, due to the potential of mitigating CO2

emissions and energy consumption, by a production

process that does not require enormous adaptations of

industrial facilities. Given that the above mentioned

alternative cements retain 50% by mass of Portland

cement, going beyond the goal of reducing by half the

CO2 emitted by decarbonation, will require the

development of binders based on raw materials other

than limestone.
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Alkali-activated materials, based on calcined clays

or other alumino-silicate reactants, represent one

possible class of Portland-free cements that may

achieve excellent mechanical properties, although

their actual environmental footprint is strongly depen-

dent on the specific formulation adopted and choice of

chemical activators [2], which also represent a signif-

icant share of the final cost. Nonetheless, overall costs,

compared to Portland-based formulations, could be

sustainable in geographical areas with limited lime-

stone reserves, where Portland cement (and limestone)

must be imported [3].

Clay soils may be particularly suited as starting

materials for the production of alkali-activated

cement, due to their widespread geographical distri-

bution and relatively low cost [4]. In general, kaolin-

ites represent the most widely used clays in alkali-

activated cements, mostly because of their lower

calcination temperature required to induce loss of

crystallinity. However, clay mineralogy in soils is

strongly dependent on geological and environmental

factors that control the intensity of weathering.

Kaolinite is mostly concentrated in subequatorial

and tropical regions, whereas illites and smectites

may be prevalent at other latitudes [5]. Therefore,

from a perspective of local sourcing of raw materials,

it is worth exploring the performance of alternative

binders produced from clay minerals other than

kaolinite. It has been shown that alkali-activated

materials made from illitic and smectitic clays proved

to have adequate strength [6–8]. Despite the excellent

mechanical strength of well formulated alkali-acti-

vated calcined clays, the performance of these mate-

rials is still lagging behind that of Portland cement,

when dimensional stability is considered. Quantifica-

tion of this property, especially at early stage of

reaction, has not so far received the same degree of

attention as mechanical properties did.

Strain resulting from autogenous shrinkage, creep

and water loss is normally larger for alkali-activated

materials, as compared to Portland cement [9–11], and

may lead to micro-cracking that affects the overall

performance. Cracking may appear upon drying

shrinkage occurring by loss of water in the hardened

state [11, 14, 15]. Likewise, the properties of alkali-

activated cement pastes in the fresh state control the

amount of segregation and bleeding [16], which may

lead to surface water evaporation and development of

plastic shrinkage cracking. This process is initiated by

capillary forces arising upon evaporation of the thin

superficial water film, which lead to a stress accumu-

lation that may eventually induce cracking once the

tensile failure limit is exceeded [17, 18]. Before setting

occurs, the stress resulting from capillary pressure can

be accommodated by movement of the dispersed

particles, which is macroscopically manifested as a

displacement of the surface [19, 20]

In general, it is not trivial, from the technical point

of view, to quantitatively measure the strain of cement

materials in their fresh state. Existing standard proce-

dures are mostly aimed at evaluating cracking asso-

ciated with plastic shrinkage [21]. Specific approaches

for the evaluation of early shrinkage of cement pastes

include indirect methods that measure the volumetric

strain based on the displacement of a mass of water

surrounding the sample [22]. The only available

standard method for the measurement of the early

age linear strain of cement and concrete envisages the

placement of a plastic ball of about 1 cm diameter on

top of the upper surface and manually measuring the

vertical displacement [23]. This method has the

limitation of perturbing the interface and only record-

ing vertical strain, with a reported precision of

2.5 mm. Other proposed direct methods for the

measurement of plastic shrinkage strain rely on the

use of laser sensors [24–27] and transducers [20].

Recently, a measurement method based on the use of

optical sensors, embedded within fresh samples, was

implemented to the quantification of early age shrink-

age in alkali-activated metakaolin [28].

In this technical paper, we present a newly devel-

oped method that can be used to easily perform

accurate strain measurements in the fresh state,

immediately after mixing. The method consists in

visualising and quantifying the time-dependent verti-

cal displacement of the upper surface of the sample by

means of high-resolution X-ray imaging. Various

X-ray imaging techniques, which share the advantage

of non-destructive sample preparation, have been used

to study morphological aspects of cement materials

[29–31]. Here, the continuous collection of X-ray

attenuation images with a small time interval provides

a high-resolution time-lapse view of the sample

interfacial displacement occurring during the early

stage of reaction. A similar approach, based on X-ray

imaging, was previously used to assess the initiation of

plastic shrinkage crack propagation [18], although

such an imaging approach has not been used to provide
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a direct visualization of the interface displacement in

the fresh state.

Here, the experimental procedure is explained in

detail and the robustness of the image processing

algorithm used to automatically detect the displacing

surface from a sequence of X-ray images is tested

using digital samples with known displacement.

Preliminary measurements are performed on OPC

samples, with the aim of evaluating the precision and

accuracy of the method. Finally, we show how this

method can be used to quantify the plastic shrinkage of

alkali-activated calcined clays of varying

composition.

This method can provide insight into the plastic

strain of alkali-activated materials and represents an

aid to the development of approaches that may

mitigate shrinkage and possible subsequent cracking.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Clays and alkaline activators

Three clays with different chemical and mineralogical

compositions were selected to test the measuring

method. Clay 1 (C1) is a red kaolinitic clay soil

collected in proximity of Rovinj (Istria peninsula,

Croatia). Clay 2 (C2) is a greenish smectitic clay

collected in the Vicentine Alps (North-Eastern Italy).

Clay 3 (C3) was sampled in Southern Tunisia and is

constituted by illite as its major clay mineral phase.

The XRF composition of the three clays is displayed in

Table 1. All clays were calcined in a laboratory muffle

at 750 �C for 5 h, with a heating rate of 10 �C/min.

This fixed combination of temperature and time was

used for all clays with the aim of minimizing the

number of variables present in the system, keeping in

mind that unreactive phases form in smectitic and

illitic clays above this temperature [6]. The clay

mineral fraction was quantified by XRD and Rietveld

refinement using the Profex/BGMN package [32]. The

disordered structure of the layered silicates was

described based on the model files included in the

phase analysis software. Before the XRD measure-

ments, the samples were mixed with 10% internal

standard (ZnO) to estimate the amorphous fraction.

The quantitative phase analyses returns a composition

consisting of 54.7% kaolinite and 11.6% illite for C1;

27.4% smectite and 2.7% kaolinite for C2, 41.6% illite

and 24.4% kaolinite for C3. XRD patterns before and

after calcination are displayed in Fig. 1. Kaolinite is

totally destructured after the thermal treatment,

whereas the smectite structure is only partially

affected as testified by the persistence of the (00l)

basal reflection, collapsing from 15.5 Å (6.6� 2h) to
9.8 Å (10.4� 2h, dashed lined in Fig. 1). Illite is not

strongly affected by calcination at 750 �C as revealed

by the persistence of the main peaks at 10�, 23�, 40.5�
2h. Moreover, the presence of an expandable clay

interlayering is suggested by the low-angle asymmet-

ric broadening of the (00l) illite peak at 10� 2h, with a
shoulder at 11.5 Å (8.9� 2h, dashed lined in Fig. 1).

Commercial sodium hydroxide pellets and sodium

silicate solution (37.5% concentration and 2.6 SiO2/

Na2O ratio) were used to prepare activating alkaline

solutions with variable composition (SiO2/Na2O = 1.6

and 2.0). The measured pH of the two activating

solutions was 12.96 and 13.34 for SiO2/Na2O = 2.0

and 1.6 respectively.

2.2 Alkali-activated pastes

The samples used for the strain measurements con-

sisted of small volumes of paste prepared by mixing

the three calcined clays with sodium silicate solutions

having the SiO2/Na2O ratios mentioned above. This

parameter affects the bulk Si/Al ratio of the system,

Table 1 XRF chemical composition (wt%) of the analysed clays

Sample SiO2 TiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO MnO K2O Na2O P2O5 LOI

Clay 1 52.3 1.2 23.1 8.8 0.6 0.9 0.1 1.4 0.4 0.1 11.1

Clay 2 62.1 0.4 15.6 4.1 0.9 1.2 – 4.8 1.3 0.1 9.5

Clay 3 53.4 – 17.9 6.7 2.8 2.3 – 0.4 4.5 – 12.0
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which has been shown to play a role in the drying

shrinkage of metakaolinite-based alkali-activated

materials [11]. Similarly, we attempt to assess the

role of the chemical variability on plastic shrinkage.

The fraction of clay passing through a sieve of 90 lm
mesh size was mixed with the alkaline solutions for 2

min and placed in cylindrical plastic holders having

3 cm height and 1.4 cm diameter. Two sets of samples

were prepared for each of the six formulations: the first

one with the sample holder left uncovered and the

second one with the sample holder covered with film.

This allows the role of evaporation during early

reaction (prior to setting) to be assessed. The bulk

molar ratios, as calculated with the AMiDsT software

[33], water fraction (mass of water divided by total

mass of the binder) w/T and water/solid ratio w/s of the

measured samples are reported in Table 2. The

amount of water at the numerator of these parameters

comprises the water present in the alkaline solution

plus any additional water added to the mix. The

general notation adopted to refer to each mix is: Cx-yy

where x is a number referring to the clay sample (Clay

1 to Clay 3) and yy is a number that specifies the SiO2/

Na2O ratio (1.6 or 2.0) of the activating solution used.

2.3 Shrinkage measurement

The evaluation of plastic shrinkage was performed

using a novel method (Fig. 2) based on the acquisition

of X-ray radiographs at regular time intervals, which

allowed the decrease of the sample length, in its fresh

state, to be determined. The plastic holders, filled with

5 grams of fresh paste, were immediately placed inside

a computed-microtomography scanner. The samples

were irradiated by a tungsten radiation, filtered by an

aluminium and a copper foil of 0.5 mm thickness. The

beam energy was 100 kV, with 2.5 s exposure time.

Attenuation images were collected at fixed rotational

angle (i.e. the CT scanner was used to acquire

radiographs only, no tomographic reconstruction was

performed) by the inbuilt CCD detector of 4000�
2672 pixels. The length variation was measured on

images with a pixel size of 3.45 lm, acquired with a

time interval of 15 min (the first image for each sample

was acquired 10 min after the beginning of mixing),

over a total time span of 3 h. To maximize the signal/

noise ratio, each image was obtained as the average of

12 acquisitions. During all measurements, the ambient

relative humidity varied in the range 52–58% and the

temperature at the sample stage varied between 28 and

30 �C.
This setup allows the very early stages of plastic

strain to be measured. In principle, the measurement

can be carried out with time steps as small as 1 min.

Moreover, although longer time spans can be mea-

sured, the goal of the present investigation was

measuring shrinkage prior to setting.

bFig. 1 Diffraction profiles (Co radiation) of raw clay (red) and

calcined clay (grey). Labels: K = kaolinite, I = illite, Q = quartz,

F = feldspar, A = anatase, R = rutile, H = hematite, B = boehmite,

D = dolomite. Fitted background and whole profile fitting of

kaolinite, smectite andmuscovite-2M1 refer to the refinement of

the raw clay

Table 2 Summary of the mix designs for the alkali-activated

calcined clays tested, with relevant elemental ratios, water

fraction (w/T), water/solid ratio (w/s) and silicate modulus

SiO2/Na2O (M) of the alkaline solution

Sample Na/Al Si/Al H/Na w/T w/s M

C1-16 0.95 2.66 13.91 0.31 0.60 1.6

C2-16 0.95 4.04 18.55 0.31 0.54 1.6

C3-16 0.95 3.27 16.57 0.31 0.57 1.6

C1-20 0.87 2.77 15.30 0.31 0.63 2.0

C2-20 0.87 4.12 20.25 0.31 0.56 2.0

C3-20 0.87 3.37 18.47 0.31 0.59 2.0

Fig. 2 Sketch of the experimental setup adopted for the

measurement of plastic strain. The sample is irradiated by a

cone-shaped X-ray beam. The incident radiation is partly

attenuated by the sample and projects a shadow image on the

CCD detector. Shadow images collected at different times are

then used to calculate strain
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Compared to the ASTM C827 standard method

[23], the sample size used in this study (1.4 cm

diameter) was smaller, given that cement paste

cylindrical samples with 5 cm diameter are recom-

mended by the ASTM C827 standard. In principle,

samples of larger sizes can be measured by the method

illustrated in the present study, with a subsequent loss

in spatial resolution and hence accuracy. Small-sized

samples also enhance the role of menisci, forming by

interaction between sample and sample holder, during

interface displacement. It has been previously stressed

how such menisci play a fundamental role in deter-

mining the early cracking behaviour in restrained

specimens [34] and that larger stresses are developed

in smaller samples [35]. Therefore, samples of rela-

tively small size may facilitate the assessment of the

effect of stresses associated with the formation of

menisci.

2.4 Image processing and strain calculation

The sequence of images acquired at each time interval

are used to evaluate the vertical displacement of the

upper surface of the sample with respect to the position

of the surface for the first acquired image (10 min after

the beginning of mixing), which is used as a reference.

The time-dependent strain is obtained by dividing the

value of the displacement at each time step by the

initial length of the sample, which is measured on a

preliminarily acquired low-magnification X-ray

image. Adhesion to the sample holder walls results

in the formation of a meniscus at the interface between

sample and air. Therefore, the vertical position of the

surface is not constant along the plane perpendicular to

the vertical direction. Likewise, the value of the

displacement at each time step is not constant and will

tend to increase from the sample holder walls towards

the centre of the interface. Hence, the time-dependent

displacement d(t) is calculated as the mean value

along the horizontal direction of the X-ray image.

To automatically evaluate the displacement at each

point along the horizontal direction, we devised an

algorithm that tracks the position of the interface

between sample and air by detecting significant

discontinuities of greyscale values within the X-ray

image. Such discontinuities correspond to variations

of the X-ray linear attenuation coefficient, which has a

finite value for the sample and vanishes for air.

To better illustrate these concepts and to validate

our algorithm, a digital sample with known displace-

ment was created. This consists of a greyscale image

in which the ‘‘sample’’ is represented by black pixels

and the surrounding air by grey pixels. To simulate the

interaction between sample and the walls of the

sample holder, a quadratic function was used to obtain

a curved interface (Fig. 3a). This interface was

displaced by an extent proportional to the distance

from the wall (Fig. 3b). Specifically, the amount of

vertical displacement varied from 55 to 81 pixels. To

evaluate the performance of the interface tracking

algorithm, Gaussian noise was added to the images, to

simulate the effect of instrumental noise present in

X-ray images (Fig. 3c, d). These latter images were

then used to retrieve the value of displacement, as

evaluated by our algorithm. As anticipated, this

algorithm evaluates the position of the interface by

detecting discontinuities in greyscale values (Fig. 4)

across the image [36, 37]. The estimated displacement

(Fig. 5) varies between 54 and 83 pixels, whereas the

actual displacement was 81 pixels at the centre of the

a

b

c

d

Fig. 3 Digital simulated X-ray image used to test the interface-tracking algorithm: initial interface position (a); interface position after
displacement. The extent of displacement d in the central position is shown (b). Same images with Gaussian noise added (c, d)
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images and 55 pixels at the boundaries. The average

estimated displacement is 72 pixels with a standard

deviation of 8.

3 Results

The results of preliminary tests, performed on an

ordinary Portland cement with w/c = 0.45, are

displayed in Fig. 6, in which strain (averaged over

three repeated measurements) is plotted versus time.

The measured strain increases with a nearly constant

rate for approximately the first 1.5 h, then with a

decreasing rate until reaching a plateau of about 3.7 %

strain after approximately 130 min, which is likely due

to the occurrence of set (the initial setting time

measured by Vicat needle for the used OPC is 150

min). The strain measured at plateau is in the range of

values of vertical displacement plastic strain for OPC,

between 1 and 4%, previously measured using LVDT

sensors [20].

3.1 Alkali-activated calcined clays: unsealed

samples

A set of images displaying the position of the interface

after 10 and 190 min since mixing, for the measured

samples are displayed in Fig. 7. Examples of time-

lapse animations displaying the surface displacement

Fig. 4 Variation of the greyscale value from top to bottom of

the vertical transect running through the centre of the image

displayed in Fig. 3c. The dashed lines represent the automat-

ically detected discontinuities. The position of the interface

corresponds to the second discontinuity (marked with an arrow),

which is where the value of X-ray attenuation matches that of

the sample

2

322

422

D22

M22

Fig. 5 Estimated position of the interfaces relative to the

images displayed in Fig. 2c, d (top) and estimated displacement

along the horizontal direction (bottom)

Fig. 6 Strain % vs. time for the OPC test sample. The data

points are averaged over three measurements. The size of the

error bars is ± SD
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with time, and the full dataset of X-ray images (sealed

and unsealed) are available at the Research Data

UNIPD repository (http://researchdata.cab.unipd.it/

363/).

The position of the interface between samples and

air, forming more or less curved menisci, is clearly

visible. The circular features that can be observed in

all samples represent air bubbles forming between the

outer surface of the sample holder and the adhesive

tape used to hold the sample holder firm within the CT

scanner.

The time-dependent strain of the measured

unsealed samples is displayed in Fig. 8. The plastic

strain values increase with nearly linear rate for all

samples during the whole measurement time span. The

time evolution for the samples prepared from Clay 1

and Clay 3 are overlapping, achieving a maximum

strain, after 190 min since mixing, between 1.5 and

1.6% when activated with the 1.6 SiO2/Na2O solution,

and between 2.1 and 2.2% when activated with the 2.0

SiO2/Na2O solution. The strain measured for the

samples prepared from Clay 2 is significantly higher,

with maximum values of 3.8% and 4.1% for activating

solutions with 1.6 and 2.0 SiO2/Na2O respectively.

Compared to the previous ones, this latter sample also

displays, at the end of the measurement, a thin layer of

bleed solution forming at the interface (Fig. 7).

Possible explanations for these observed differences

will be provided in the discussion section.

a b

Fig. 7 X-ray attenuation images of the unsealed samples. For

each sample, the first (10 min after mixing) and last (190 min

after mixing) acquisition is displayed. aCalcined clays activated
with 1.6 SiO2/Na2O solution; a Calcined clays activated with

2.0 SiO2/Na2O solution. Light-coloured arrows point to the film

of solution forming by bleeding in the samples prepared from

Clay 2. Black-coloured arrows point to air bubbles

Fig. 8 Time-dependent strain for the calcined clays activated

with 1.6 SiO2/Na2O solution (top) and 2.0 SiO2/Na2O solution

(bottom) in unsealed conditions. Error bars correspond to the

average error estimated for the OPC test sample
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3.2 Alkali-activated calcined clays: sealed

samples

The behaviour of the sealed alkali-activated samples is

more complex compared to the unsealed ones, and

strongly dependent upon the combination of specific

calcined clay and activating solution used. In this case,

wrapping of the sample holder with a sealing film

prevents evaporation and creates a water-saturated

environment above the upper sample surface.

Images of the samples at 10 and 190 min after

mixing are displayed in Fig. 8. As observed for the

unsealed C2-16 and C2-20 samples, the presence of a

film of activating solution is clearly visible in sealed

samples C2-16 and C2-20. The height of this bleeding

layer is bigger compared to the same samples prepared

in unsealed conditions, which is expected since sealing

prevents evaporation. Contrary to what observed for

the unsealed sample, a thick bleeding layer is observed

for the C3 sample, but only when the 2.0 SiO2/Na2O

solution is used.

The time-dependent strain is displayed in Fig. 10.

For samples C1, the strain is significantly smaller than

that observed in unsealed conditions, with the value at

190 min varying between 0.40% (C1-16) and 0.67%

(C1-20). For samples C2, the overall behaviour is

similar to what observed for the unsealed samples,

except the fact that in this case, a larger amount of

strain is observed for the sample activated with the 1.6

SiO2/Na2O solution. For sample C3, the behaviour is

particularly complex, since a very limited extent of

strain (0.06%) is observed for sample C3-16, activated

with the 1.6 SiO2/Na2O alkaline solution, whereas a

strain as large as 11.6% is observed for sample C3-20,

activated with the 2.0 SiO2/Na2O alkaline solution.

4 Discussion

In this section we will briefly discuss possible

implications, based on the results of the plastic

shrinkage measurements, for the mechanisms of

alkali-activated calcined clay early stage reactions.

In doing so, we remind that the main goal of this study

was assessing the potential of this experimental

approach in the investigation of shrinkage occurring

in the fresh state. Integrating this imaging approach

with complementary measurements such as setting

time, calorimetry, porosimetry and rheometry would

provide a comprehensive picture of the early age

reaction in specific case studies, though being outside

the scope of the present research.

In the fresh state, strain is controlled by the

following machanisms: (a) autogenous shrinkage,

which at early ages corresponds to chemical shrinkage

[38]; (b) capillary stresses associated with evapora-

tion, which has been observed to induce the formation

of vertical moisture gradients at early ages [39, 40];

(c) gravity-induced particle settling.

a b

Fig. 9 X-ray attenuation images of the sealed samples. For each

sample, the first (10 min after mixing) and last (190 min after

mixing) acquisition is displayed. aCalcined clays activated with

1.6 SiO2/Na2O solution; b Calcined clays activated with 2.0

SiO2/Na2O solution. Light-coloured arrows point to the film of

solution forming by bleeding
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For the unsealed samples, evaporation of the

aqueous solution at the interface may occur at a faster

pace compared to the rate of migration of the aqueous

solution to the upper surface. This regime of the

reacting system has also been defined ‘‘drying state’’

[41]. When the film of aqueous solution present at the

upper surface begins to evaporate, arising capillary

forces act on the suspended particles, resulting in a net

contraction [19, 20, 42]. The rate of evaporation in

unsealed conditions was estimated by an X-ray time-

lapse acquisition (Fig. 11) of a sample consisting of

4 g of sodium silicate solution (SiO2/Na2O ¼ 1:6) and

no solids, from which a linear evaporation rate of 2

lmolm�2 s�1 was calculated.

For samples C1 and C3, measured in unsealed

conditions, no layer of aqueous solution is observed at

the interface, suggesting that the contribution of

particle settlement is minor and that the estimated

strain is likely resulting from the above mentioned

capillary pressure. Samples C2, on the other hand,

present a much larger extent of strain (more than twice

the strain of samples C1 and C3) and a thin layer of

aqueous solution is visible at the interface (Fig. 7)

suggesting that the rate of bleeding is faster than the

rate of evaporation. In this case, the segregation of

solid particles by gravity-induced settlement has likely

played a relevant role in determining the observed

plastic shrinkage. Particle settlement has long been

recognized as a mechanism that controls the behaviour

of fresh cement [43]. This tendency to settling and

segregation of samples C2 is related to the intrinsic

lower reactivity of this sample, which is characterized

by a lower Al2O3/SiO2 ratio, indicative of a larger

amount of inert phases such as feldspars and quartz,

compared to samples C1 and C3 prepared using

Clay 1 and Clay 3. This is confirmed by the results of

semi-adiabatic calorimetry measurements that show

the limited degree of early reactivity for sample C2, as

compared to samples C1 and C3 (Fig. 12). Such a

lower reactivity results in reduced precipitation of

reaction products, which induce the development of

attractive interparticle forces. Subsequently, the sus-

pension presents a worse colloidal stability prior to the

occurrence of setting.

Likewise, the overall larger strain observed for all

unsealed samples activated by the 2.0 SiO2/Na2O

alkaline solution may also be explained by a lower

system reactivity in the presence of a lower pH, which

may slightly increase the contribution of particle

settlement. An initial slower reactivity in the presence

of solutions with higher SiO2/Na2O ratio has also been

shown by numerical simulations of alkali-activated

metakaolinite reaction kinetics [44].

The results relative to the samples measured in

sealed conditions can be interpreted as occurring in

Fig. 10 Time-dependent shrinkage for the calcined clays

activated with 1.6 SiO2/Na2O solution (top) and 2.0 SiO2/

Na2O solution (bottom) in sealed conditions. Error bars

correspond to the average error estimated for the OPC test

sample. The error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols

for all samples except C3-20

Fig. 11 X-ray imaging of the alkaline solution at 0 and 3 h,

displaying volume reduction due to evaporation
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what has been defined ‘‘bleeding regime’’ [41]. In the

absence of water evaporation, the colloidal stability is

primarily controlled by attractive interactions occur-

ring as a consequence of the formation of reaction

products [41]. The low amount of plastic shrinkage

observed for samples C1-16 and C1-20 in sealed

conditions can be ascribed to a sufficient early

reactivity, which conferred a good colloidal stability

to the suspension in both sealed and unsealed condi-

tions. The lack of capillary pressures arising from

evaporation of the aqueous phase resulted in a

decreased overall strain compared to the correspond-

ing unsealed samples.

The sealed C3-16 sample behaved similarly to the

sealed samples C1-16 and C1-20, with a very limited

extent of plastic shrinkage observed. On the contrary,

the sealed C3-20 sampled displayed the largest

measured amount of strain, accompanied by the

formation of a thick layer of aqueous solution at the

interface. This behaviour has to be probably ascribed

to poor calcined clay reactivity in the 2.0 SiO2/Na2O

activating solution, characterized by a lower pH. In

this case, in the absence of cohesive forces induced by

the formation of a sufficient amount reaction product,

particle settlement represented the driving force

leading to segregation and plastic shrinkage. The lack

of water evaporation hindered the development of an

increased effective particle packing and the establish-

ment of colloidal interactions, which may have

favoured particle cohesiveness in unsealed conditions.

The poorer reactivity of Clay C3, in the presence of the

2.0 SiO2/Na2O activating solution, as compared to

Clay C1, is due to the mineralogical composition of

the clay, mainly consisting of illite, which tends to be

less reactive than kaolinite [4, 45]. The sealed C2

samples behave similarly to what observed for the

corresponding unsealed samples for what concerns the

development of a visible bleeding layer. However,

contrary to what observed for the unsealed samples, in

this case the extent of plastic shrinkage decreases as

the SiO2/Na2O increases. A possible explanation is

that when evaporation is allowed (drying regime), the

net reduction of the water volume favours colloidal

interactions, which was also the case of sample C3-20.

Previous rheological measurements supported this

hypothesis, showing that viscosities measured at

different vertical positions within a given samples, in

the presence of bleeding, varied, with viscosity being

higher in the bottom parts of the sample where the

occurrence of bleeding induced a local increase in the

packing density [46]. Therefore, for sample C2 in

unsealed conditions, particle interaction is favoured by

evaporation and, apparently, the amount of shrinkage

is mostly controlled by the degree of reactivity, with

the sample reacting in the higher pH solution display-

ing a slightly lower amount of shrinkage. On the

contrary, in the water saturated state (bleeding regime)

segregation becomes the dominant factor and in this

case the viscosity of the suspended liquid, which is

proportional to the SiO2/Na2O ratio [47], may control

the extent of particle settlement.

5 Conclusions

We have presented a time-lapse X-ray imaging

method for the study of shrinkage occurring in the

early stage of cement reaction, prior to setting. Strain

can be measured in real time, with micrometre spatial

resolution. Compared to other methods, this approach

has the advantage of providing real images of the

displacing sample interface, by which the quantitative

evaluation of strain can be complemented by a visual

inspection, with excellent precision.

The relatively large water requirement needed for

alkali-activated calcined clays to achieve adequate

workability may potentially expose these binders to

plastic shrinkage and early cracking, particularly for

those mixes characterized by slow early reactivity,

which results in a limited extent of paste cohesiveness.

Fig. 12 Early-age enthalpy of reaction measured by semi-

adiabatic calorimetry for samples C1-16, C2-16, C3-16
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By implementing the measuring method illustrated in

this study to a set of different alkali-activated clay

mixes, it is suggested that the main mechanisms that

may induce plastic shrinkage are: (a) capillary stresses

arising when the rate of evaporation is faster than the

bleeding rate (drying regime) and (b) particle settle-

ment, enhanced in the water saturated regime. These

results may have implications for the adoption of

specific curing conditions, when producing alkali-

activated calcined clays, aimed at minimizing the

occurrence of plastic shrinkage and possible cracking.

For instance, as observed in this study, curing in sealed

conditions may minimize plastic shrinkage of the most

reactive systems and maximize that of the less reactive

ones.

It has been observed that differences in clay

mineralogy may result in significantly different

behaviours in terms of plastic shrinkage, which in

general appears to be controlled by the interplay of

early age reactivity, amount of water and viscosity of

the suspending solution. It is therefore recommended

that, for specific case studies, this approach is

integrated with additional measurements aimed at

providing a comprehensive view of the early age

behaviour of the studied system. Given the importance

of colloidal interaction in controlling early dimen-

sional stability, rheological measurements may pro-

vide complementary information to underpin the

envisaged mechanisms of shrinkage in the fresh state

[48, 46].
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